A C 2 function u(x, t) belongs to class H, for a<t<b, and is called a generalized temperature function, if and only if it is a solution of the generalized heat equation 
A x u(x, t) = (d/dt) u(x, t) y where A x f(x)=f"(x) + (2v/x)f'(x), v a fixed positive number. The fundamental solution of this equation is

G(x, y; t) = (\/2t)*
for every t, t\ a<t' <t<b, the integral converging absolutely. A generalized heat polynomial P nfV (x, t) is defined by
and its Appell transform W n , v {x, t) is given by
The object of this paper is to summarize the principal results derived in characterizing a generalized temperature function which may be represented either by the series expansion S* =0 &nPn,v( x i 0 or by X)*=o b n W n>v ( x > *)> with convergence taken in the L 2 , as well as in the pointwise, sense. Details and proofs will appear later. The work is an extension of the theory developed by Rosenbloom and Widder in [3] . Some of the preliminary results for this study were also de-rived by F. M. Cholewinski, and it has been called to our attention that Louis Bragg has done work in this area.
The region of convergence of the series E"=o a>nPnA x > 0 is» * n general, a strip \t\ <<r, whereas that of the series ]C*T=o b n W n A x * t) is a half plane t><r^0. Indeed, we have Since we find that u(x, t) has an expansion 2Z* =0 anP n A x * 0 ' m the largest strip |/| O for which w(#, /)£iï*, we note that the role of membership in class H* in expansions in terms of generalized heat polynomials is analogous to that of analyticity in expansions in Taylor series. This is established in the following. Membership in class 2T* is not sufficient for an expansion in terms of W n>v (x, t), as is indicated by the function u(x, t) = 1, which is in H* for -oo <x< oo but cannot be represented by the expansion y^Ln b n W n%v {x, t). Instead we have the following modification of the dual to Theorem 3. The proof of this theorem depends on one which establishes necessary and sufficient conditions of a different nature for such an expansion. The example u{x, t) = e a2t $(ax) illustrates a limitation of this theorem. Although, in this case, u(x, /)£iï* for 0<t< 00, as well as for -00 </^0, so that it may be represented by XXo a>nPn,v{x, t), with convergence in the pointwise sense for 0<£< 00, Theorem 7 fails to give such an expansion in the L 2 sense for 0 < t < 00, since u(x, t) [G(x, -t The dual to Theorem 7 is the following:
